Reinforcement learning models of the basal ganglia map the phasic dopamine signal to reward prediction 2 errors (RPEs). Conventional models assert that, when a stimulus reliably predicts a reward with fixed 3 delay, dopamine activity during the delay period and at reward time should converge to baseline through 4 learning. However, recent studies have found that dopamine exhibits a gradual ramp before reward 5 in certain conditions even after extensive learning, such as when animals are trained to run to obtain 6 the reward, thus challenging the conventional RPE models. In this work, we begin with the limitation 7 of temporal uncertainty (animals cannot perfectly estimate time to reward), and show that sensory 8 feedback, which reduces this uncertainty, will cause an unbiased learner to produce RPE ramps. On 9 the other hand, in the absence of feedback, RPEs will be flat after learning. These results reconcile the 10 seemingly conflicting data on dopamine behaviors under the RPE hypothesis. 11
Temporal Difference Learning

66
In TD learning, an agent transitions through a sequence of states according to a Markov process (Sutton, 67 1988). The value associated with each state is defined as the expected discounted future return:
where t denotes time and indexes states, r t denotes the reward delivered at time t, and γ ∈ (0, 1) is a discount 69 factor. In the experiments we will examine, a single reward is presented at the end of each trial. For these 70 cases, Equation (1) can be written simply as:
for all t ∈ [0, T ], where r is the magnitude of reward delivered at time T . In words, value increases 72 exponentially as reward time T is approached, peaking at a value of r at T ( Figure 1B,D) . Additionally, 73 note that exponential functions are convex: The convex shape of the value function will be important in as:
which is referred to as the Bellman equation (Bellman, 1957) . The agent approximates V t withV t , which 78 is updated in the event of a mismatch between the estimated value and the reward actually received. By 79 4 analogy with Equation (3), this mismatch (the RPE) can be written as:
When δ t is zero, Equation (3) has been well-approximated. However, when δ t is positive or negative,V t 81 must be increased or decreased, respectively:
where α ∈ (0, 1) denotes the learning rate, and the superscript denotes the learning step. Learning will 83 progress until δ t = 0 on average. After this point,V t = γ T −t r on average, which is precisely the true value.
84
(See the Methods for a more general description of TD learning and its neural implementation.) 85 Having described TD learning in the simplified case where the agent has a perfect internal clock and thus 86 no state uncertainty, let us now examine how state uncertainty affects learning, and how this uncertainty is 87 reduced with sensory feedback. 88 Value Learning Under State Uncertainty
89
Because animals do not have perfect internal clocks, they do not have complete access to the true time t 90 (Gibbon, 1977; Church and Meck, 2003; Staddon, 1965) . Instead, t is a latent state corrupted by timing 91 noise, often modeled as follows:
where τ is subjective (internal) time, drawn from a distribution centered on objective time t, with some 93 standard deviation σ t . We take this distribution to be Gaussian for simplicity (an assumption we relax in 94 the Methods). Thus the subjective estimate of valueV τ is an average over the estimated valuesV t of each 95 state t:
where p(t|τ ) denotes the probability that t is the true state given the subjective measurement τ , and thus 97 represents state uncertainty. We refer to this quantity as the uncertainty kernel ( Figure 1A ,C). Intuitively,
98V
τ is the result of blurringV t proportionally to the uncertainty kernel (Methods). . Note here that the kernels used to estimate value at the same state have different widths depending on whether they were evaluated before or after feedback. This results in different value estimates being used to compute the RPE at the current state and at the next state (Equations (8) and (9)). (D) As a result of sensory feedback, value at each state will be estimated based on an inflated version of value at the next state. Hence, after learning (when RPE is zero on average), estimated value will be systematically larger than true value. Red curves represent the predicted increase in value between the current state and the next state. After learning, this roughly equals an increase by γ −1 on average. See Methods for simulation details.
After learning (i.e., when the RPE is zero on average), the estimated value at every state will be roughly the 100 estimated value at the next state, discounted by γ, on average (black curve in Figure 1B ). A key requirement 101 for this unbiased learning can be discovered by writing the RPE equations for two successive states:
Notice here thatV τ +1 is represented in both equations. Thus, for value to be well-learned, a requirement 103 6 is thatV τ +1 not acutely change during the interval after computing δ τ and before computing δ τ +1 . This 104 requirement extends to changes in the uncertainty kernels: By Equation (7), if the kernel p(t|τ + 1) were to 105 be acutely updated due to information available at τ + 1 but not at τ , thenV τ +1 will acutely change as well.
106
This means thatV τ will be discounted based onV τ +1 before feedback (i.e., as estimated at τ ; red curves in 107 Figure 1D ) rather thanV τ +1 after feedback (i.e., as estimated at τ + 1; black curve). In the next section, we 108 examine this effect more precisely.
109
Value Learning in the Presence of Sensory Feedback
110
How is value learning affected by sensory feedback? As each time τ is approached, state uncertainty is reduced 111 due to sensory feedback (arrows in Figure 1C ). This is because at timepoints preceding τ , the estimate of 112 what value will be at τ is corrupted by both temporal noise and the lower-resolution stimuli associated with 113 τ . Approaching τ in the presence of sensory feedback reduces this corruption. This, however, means that 114V τ +1 will be estimated differently while computing δ τ and δ τ +1 (Equations (8) and (9); compare widths of 115 similarly colored kernels beneath each arrow in Figure 1C ), which in turn results in biased value learning.
116
To examine the nature of this bias, we note that averaging over a convex value function results in over- via sensory feedback will acutely mitigate this overestimation, resulting in different estimatesV τ +1 being 121 used for δ τ and δ τ +1 . Left uncorrected, the value estimate will be systematically biased, and in particular, 122 value will be overestimated at every point (Figure 2A ; Methods). An intuitive way to see this is as follows:
123
The objective of the TD algorithm (in this simplified task setting) is for the value at each state τ to be γ 124 times smaller than the value at τ + 1 by the time the RPE converges to zero (Equation (2)). If an animal 125 systematically overestimates value at the next state, then it will overestimate value at the current state as 126 well (even if sensory feedback subsequently diminishes the next state's overestimation). Thus the "wrong" 127 value function is learned (Figure 2A To overcome this bias, an optimal agent must correct the just-computed RPE as sensory feedback becomes 129 available. In the Methods, we show that this correction can simply be written as:
where the approximate equality holds for sufficient reductions in state uncertainty due to feedback, and
the reduction in variance is zero (the uncertainty kernel for τ + 1 cannot be reduced during the transition
Therefore, with sensory feedback, the RPE ramps and tracksV τ in shape ( Figure 2D ). In the absence of 139 feedback, β = 0; thus, there is no ramp.
140
In summary, when feedback is provided with new states, value learning becomes miscalibrated, as each value 141 point will be learned according to an overestimated version of the next (Figure 2A ). With a subsequent 142 correction of this bias, the agent will continue to overestimate the RPEs at each point (RPEs will ramp;
143 Figure 2D ), in exchange for learning the correct value function ( Figure 2C ). therefore excellent feature detectors of the "goodness" of environmental events relative to learned predictions about those events. They emit a positive signal (increased spike production) if an appetitive event is better than predicted, no signal (no change in spike production) if an appetitive event occurs as predicted, and a negative signal (decreased spike production) if an appetitive event is worse than predicted ( Fig. 1) .
Computational Theory and Model
The TD algorithm (6, 7) is particularly well suited to understanding the functional role played by the dopamine signal in terms of the information it constructs and broadcasts (8, 10, 12) . This work has used fluctuations in dopamine activity in dual roles (i) as a supervisory signal for synaptic weight changes (8, 10, 12) and (ii) as a signal to influence directly and indirectly the choice of behavioral actions in humans and bees (9-11). Temporal difference methods have been used in a wide spectrum of engineering applications that seek to solve prediction ully for the large differences in the dopamine signals recorded. When e then reversed the locations of the small and large rewards, the amping signals also shifted, across sessions or just a few trials, to favour he new high-value maze arm ( Fig. 3 , and Extended Data Fig. 8 ). These ias effects were statistically significant for each experimental paradigm Extended Data Fig. 8h -j, Mann-Whitney U-test, P , 0.05) and across ll rats ( Fig. 3d , n 5 4, Mann-Whitney U-test, P 5 0.02).
In the M-maze, the ramps became extended to cover the longer nd-arm distances to goal-reaching, and critically, peaked at nearly he same level before goal-reaching as did the ramping signals recorded n the T-maze, despite the longer distance travelled (Fig. 3e ). This result uggested that the ramping dopamine signals do not signal reward roximity in absolute terms but, instead, scale with the path distance o a fixed level that depends on the relative reward value.
To determine whether such value-related differences in the ramping opamine signals would occur when the actions to reach the distant oal sites were equivalent, we used the S-shaped maze. The ramping ignals were larger for the run trajectories leading to the larger rewards Fig. 3c , j, and Extended Data Fig. 9 ), despite the fact that the sequence Figure 3B ). On the other hand, when state uncertainty is reduced as each state is entered, ramps will occur 157 ( Figure 3D ).
158
More generally, our results demonstrate that a measured DA signal whose shape tracks with estimated value Our derivation makes a number of testable predictions. In particular, our results predict that any type of 185 information that reduces state uncertainty-for example, an auditory tone whose frequency reflects time to 186 reward or a moving visual stimulus whose position reflects time to reward-will result in a DA ramp, and 187 furthermore, the magnitude of the ramp will increase with the informativeness of the stimulus (i.e., with a 188 greater reduction in state uncertainty; Equations (12) and (13)). Therefore, in trials where the change in the 189 tone's frequency is less apparent, or the contrast of the visual stimulus is lower, the ramp will be blunted. (Figure 2A) ? 208 We note here that under the normative account, the agent seeks to learn some value function that maximizes 209 its well-being. Our key result is that this function-regardless of its exact shape-will not be learned well 210 if feedback is delivered during learning, unless correction ensues. While we have chosen the exponential 211 shape in Equation (2) after the conventional TD models, our results extend to any convex value function.
212
Second, due to this presumed exponential shape, the ramping behaviors resulting from our analysis also 213 look exponential, rather than linear (compare with experimental results). We nonetheless have chosen to 214 remain close to conventional TD models and purely exponential value functions for ease of comparison with 215 the existing theoretical literature. Perhaps equally important, the relationship between RPE and its neural 216 correlate need only be monotonic and not necessarily equal. In other words, a measured linear signal does 217 not necessarily imply a linear RPE, and a convex neural signal need not communicate convex information.
218
Third, while we have derived RPE ramping from normative principles, it is important to note that biases in 219 value learning may also produce ramping. For instance, one earlier proposal by Gershman (2014) was that 220 value may take a fixed convex shape in spatial navigation tasks; the mismatch between this shape and the 
whereV t denotes the estimated value at time t, and x d,t denotes the d th feature at t. The learned relevance 256 of each feature x d is reflected in its weight w d , and the weights are updated in the event of a mismatch 257 between the estimated value and the rewards actually received. The update occurs in proportion to each 258 weight's contribution to the value estimate at t:
where α ∈ (0, 1) denotes the learning rate, and the superscript denotes the learning step. In words, when 260 a feature x d does not contribute to the value estimate at t (x d,t = 0), its weight is not updated. On the 261 other hand, weights corresponding to features that do contribute toV t will be updated in proportion to their 262 activations at that time. This update rule is referred to as gradient ascent (x d,t is equal to the gradient ofV t 263 with respect to the weight w d ), and it implements a form of credit assignment, in which the features most 264 activated at t undergo the greatest modification to their weights.
265
In this formulation, the basal ganglia implements the TD algorithm termwise: Cortical inputs to striatum other timepoints, and each has its own weight. It follows thatV t = w t , and we can write Equation (15) 276 directly in terms ofV t , as in Equation (5).
277
Value Learning Under State Uncertainty
Animals only have access to subjective time, and must infer objective time given the corruption in Equation
279
(6). The RPE is then:
and this error signal is used to update the value estimates at each point t in proportion to its posterior 281 probability p(t|τ ):
Said differently, the effect of state uncertainty is that when the error signal δ τ is computed, it updates the 283 value estimate at a number of timepoints, in proportion to the uncertainty kernel.
284
Acute Changes in State Uncertainty Result in Biased Value Learning
285
Averaging over a convex value function results in overestimation of value. For an exponential value function, 286 we can derive this result analytically in the continuous domain:
where the second term on the left-hand side is greater than one. Intuitively, because the function is steeper 288 on the right side and shallower on the left side, the average will be overestimated. Importantly, however, 289 the estimate will be a multiple of the true value, with a scaling factor that depends on the width of the 290 kernel (second term on left-hand side of Equation (18); note also that while we have assumed a Gaussian 291 distribution, our results hold for any distribution that results in overestimation of value). Thus, with sensory 292 feedback that modifies the width of the kernel upon transitioning from one state (τ ) to the next (τ + 1), 293 there will be a mismatch in the value estimate when computing each RPE. More precisely, the learning rules 294 are:
Notice thatV τ +1 takes different values depending on the state: When computing δ τ ,
On the other hand, when computing δ τ +1 ,
How does this mismatch affect the learned value estimate? If averaging with kernels of different standard 298 deviations can be written as multiples of true value, then they can be written as multiples of each other.
299
The RPE is then
where we use the comma notation to denote that the two value estimates are evaluated with the same 301 kernel width s, and a is a constant. By analogy with Equations (2) and (4), estimated value converges to 302V τ = (aγ) T −τ r. Here, a > 1, so value is systematically overestimated. By the learning rules in Equations
303
(19) to (22), this is because δ τ is inflated by
where β is defined in Equation (12).
305
An optimal agent will use the available sensory feedback to overcome this biased learning. Because averaging 306 with a kernel of width l is simply a multiple of that with width s, it follows that a simple subtraction can 307 achieve this correction (Equations (10) and (11)). Hence, sensory feedback can improve value learning with 308 a correction term. It should be noted that with a complete correction to s as derived above, the bias is fully 309 extinguished. For corrections to intermediate widths between s and l, the bias will be partially corrected 310 but not eliminated. In both cases, because β > 0, ramps will occur.
311
Consider the formula for RPEs in Equation (4). In tasks where a single reward is delivered at T , r t = 0 for 313 all t < T (no rewards delivered before T ). Because γ 1, the RPE can be approximated as
which is the slope of the estimated value. To examine the relationship between value and RPEs more 315 precisely, we can extend our analysis to the continuous domain: where w is the Weber fraction, which is constant over the duration of the trial.
323
Set l = w(τ + ∆τ ) and s = wτ . Following the steps in the previous section, 
Hence, as derived for the discrete case, RPEs are inflated, and value is systematically overestimated.
RPE Ramps Result From Sufficiently Convex Value Functions
326
By Equation (28), the condition for ramping isδ(t) > 0, i.e., the estimated shape of the value function at 327 any given point, before feedback, must obey
whereV (t) is the second derivative ofV (t) with respect to time. For an intuition of this relation, note that 329 when γ 1, the inequality can be approximated asV (t) > 0, which denotes any convex function. The 330 exact inequality, however, has a tighter requirement onV (t): SinceV (t) ln γ < 0 for all t, ramping will only 331 be observed if the contribution fromV (t) (i.e., the convexity) outweighs the quantityV (t) ln γ (the scaled 332 slope). For example, the function in Equation (2) does not satisfy the strict inequality even though it is 333 convex, and therefore with this choice ofV (t), the RPE does not ramp. In other words, to result in an RPE uncertainty kernels, value peaks at T and remains at its peak value after T , and the standard deviation at 341 the last 4 states in the presence of feedback is fixed to 0.1. Intuitively, the animal expects reward to be 342 delivered, and attributes any lack of reward delivery at τ = T to noise in its timing mechanism (uncertainty 343 kernels have nonzero width) rather than to a reward omission. The learning rules were iterated 1000 times.
344
Value Learning in the Presence of Sensory Feedback (Figure 2) : For our TD learning model, we 345 have chosen γ = 0.9, α = 0.1, n = 50 states, and T = 48. The learning rules were iterated 1000 times. Full implementations can be found at www.github.com/jgmikhael/ramping. In the main text, we argue that ramping follows from normative principles. In this section, we illustrate that 371 various types of biases ('bugs' in the implementation) may also lead to RPE ramps. 
where η > 1 is our overestimation factor. Therefore, by Equation (28), 382 δ(t) =V (t) +V (t) ln γ = (ln γ)(1 − η)γ −ηt r,
which is monotonically increasing. Hence, the RPE should ramp. Equivalently, in the discrete domain,
Here, δ t+1 > δ t . Hence, the RPE should ramp. 
which is monotonically increasing. Hence, the RPE should ramp. Equivalently, in the discrete domain, if 388V t = (ηγ) T −t r with η ∈ (0, 1), we can write
and 390 δ t+1 = (ηγ) −1 δ t .
Here, δ t+1 > δ t . Hence, the RPE should ramp.
